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Dear members,
I’m delighted to present our updated Code of Conduct.
At DLL, we believe that doing business the right way
is key to our success as a major global company.

As is doing the right thing. That’s what this Code of
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Every single one of us has a responsibility to ensure that we do business and interact with our colleagues, customers (vendors/
dealers/end-users), business partners and third-party providers in the way we would want to be treated ourselves: taking

personal ownership, treating each other with respect, demonstrating professional integrity and adhering to a high standard of
business ethics. In other words, doing the right thing and doing things right.

We live and work in turbulent times, subject to rapid change and uncertainties. Especially when things shift unexpectedly into

uncharted territory. Remember when much of the world shut down overnight at the start of the COVID-19 pandemic? Each of
us had to decide on the spot what was the right thing to do and how to do it right. At home and at work. We all had to find our
own ways of doing things until there were protocols and guidelines to show us the way.

Conduct is all about.

I hope you will find this Code of Conduct clear and relevant to the situations you may find yourselves in. While it sets out some

As a financial institution supervised by the

it also illustrates how to deal with these dilemmas and “grey areas” which you may find challenging. And, of course, it directs you

Dutch Central Bank and the European Central Bank,

and as a 100% subsidiary of Rabobank, DLL must adhere

“do’s and don’ts” in black and white that can help to recognize certain ethics and compliance issues and ethical dilemmas,
to the relevant people or policies that can give further guidance.

to the highest standard of ethics. Having been in

I encourage you to keep this document on hand for reference. I’d also like to share my own rule of thumb with you:

that relationships with our stakeholders that are based

ethical dilemma, before you make a choice, ask yourself how you will feel if it were to appear on the front page of your national

business for over 50 years, we know from experience
on mutual trust and respect, last longest. In fact,

they are essential for the longevity of our business.
Sometimes doing what’s right is easier said than done.
There are times when we all could use a little help to
feel confident that we are making right choices.
Our Code of Conduct is here:

– To help you understand both your regulatory
and business ethical responsibilities; and

– To highlight the importance of recognizing and

responding appropriately to compliance issues
and ethical dilemmas in the workplace.

DLL Code of Conduct

Don't make things more complex than they need to be. What it comes down to in everyday terms is this: when faced with an
newspaper:

Will it make me proud?

Will it make my family smile?

Will I embarrass or harm DLL or anyone else?
What will my colleagues think of me?

Let’s work together to make this Code of Conduct real and maintain the trust of all our stakeholders including you as
employees, customers, business partners, shareholders, regulators and the communities in which DLL operates.

This Code of Conduct applies to everyone who works at DLL: temporary and permanent staff members, directors and

supervisory directors. Alongside this Code of Conduct, specific codes, principles and guidelines may apply to each area of
expertise and role performed.
Kind regards,

On behalf of the Executive Board, Carlo van Kemenade, CEO
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Our
values
While using this Code of Conduct,
bear in mind DLL’s company values,
because without personal ownership
and professional integrity, business
ethics are just empty words.

DLL Code of Conduct

Together we
make things
happen

You can count
on me

Everything
I do, I do with
passion

Developing
starts with me
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In this chapter:

– We are all responsible
– Call out misconduct

– Trust, respect and dignity
– Failure to follow the Code

– Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DE&I)

Workplace rules
How we work
DLL Code of Conduct

– Environmental, Social and Governance Risks (ESG)
– Social media

– Safeguarding our reputation
– Security

– Proprietary information

– Confidential information

– Protect access to property and systems
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We are all
responsible
At DLL, we want to make everything we describe in

this Code of Conduct real. That you, as a valued member,
embed the DLL values in your daily actions. In such we
support you in “doing the right thing and doing things

right”. Everyone at DLL is responsible for both complying
with the Code and acting in the spirit of the Code.
It is important that you show appropriate ethical

behavior in workplaces or events inside and outside
business hours.

DLL expects it's leaders, in particular, to show a positive
example. This means that leaders must accommodate

ethical considerations in business planning and decision

making. To empower you to make responsible decisions,
and to create a safe environment to speak up when

ethical challenges might arise. At DLL we develop, adopt,

In DLL, we want to make
everything described in this
Code of Conduct real.

adhere to and promote high ethical and professional
standards, considering the specific needs and

characteristics of our work practices. By doing this,

we aim to reduce the risks to which DLL is exposed,
in particular, operational and reputational risks.
To support you as a DLL member, you receive

mandatory and role-based training on a regular basis
which makes you aware of good conduct and your

responsibilities. Annually, we ask you to attest to your

compliance with our Code of Conduct and key policies
and standards.

DLL Code of Conduct
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We feel free and safe to call out misconduct
DLL strives to create an environment characterized by trust, respect and dignity, in which we all are committed to a

protected. If involved in an investigation or the subject of a report, you should not seek to quiz anyone involved in a report

behavior, such as sexual harassment, aggression and violence, bullying and discrimination.

confidentiality or has been found to be retaliating or threatening those involved, in any way, will face disciplinary action.

common purpose and feel empowered in our workplace. At DLL, we do not tolerate illegal, inappropriate and undesired
It’s important that you feel safe and respected at work at all times. If you encounter misconduct or inappropriate behavior

or investigation or express opinions on the matters during or subsequent to that investigation. Anyone breaching that

– directed against yourself or another member – please call it out. DLL encourages members to first resolve complaints
or issues bilaterally with the persons involved, and/or the members' line managers.

Do

Don’t

Take action on misconduct.

Feel it’s none of your business. It is!

Feel free to start the dialogue directly with colleagues

Assume that someone else will speak up or

and management. Or to report misconduct to HR,

Compliance or Legal colleagues or via the Speak Up

that the company already knows about this misconduct.

channels and tools.

Be assured that your report will be treated
in strict confidentiality and you will be
protected from retaliation.

Do speak up if you feel you are being
retaliated against.

Question

Answer

You’re in an online meeting. Your team lead is very

Absolutely not! This type of behavior is inappropriate

team is working on. The agreed timelines weren’t

Every DLL member plays a role in creating and

disappointed about the results of the project your
adhered to and there is an overrun of the budget.

Your team lead is taking out their frustration on one
member in particular, using aggressive language,
shouting, and ignoring explanations given.
Should you keep quiet?

and could be considered harassment.

maintaining a culture where we all feel happy and safe.

Remember that you have an obligation to speak up and

report misconduct when needed. Looking the other way
helps no one and changes nothing.

Breach confidentiality rules associated with an
investigation.

Take action or retaliate in any way against anyone
involved in an investigation.

Speak Up channels and tools

– Feel free to talk to your manager, HR Business Partner, your Compliance Officer or a member from the Legal
department.

– You can contact one of the members of the Speak Up Committee.

– Trusted Person Network: Contact a Local Trusted Person via telephone or email which are accessible via the
Trusted Person Network.

If this direct approach doesn’t bring resolution, is not feasible, or you feel uncomfortable, there are several channels and

tools available for you to Speak Up. We assure you that your report will be treated with the strictest confidentiality. If you
make a report, or participate in an investigation, you are protected from retaliation and the investigation will be

undertaken under strict rules of confidentiality. If you are the subject of a report, your confidentiality will also be equally
DLL Code of Conduct

– Speak Up Point: You can choose to report via telephone or websites which are accessible in all DLL countries via
the Speak Up Point.

See MyDLL for more information about Speak Up.

More information can be found in the Speak Up Policy and the Misconduct Investigations Procedure.
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Your role as a member

Your role as a manager

– Immediately report if you think that the law,

are trusted to set the right tone for their teams by

– Say if you are not sure what to do.

our policies or the Code is about to be violated.

– Do not, or do not ask anyone else, to partake in
inappropriate behavior.

– Cooperate in any misconduct investigation as
soon as requested and keep details of the
investigation confidential at all times.

– Strive to ensure no harm comes to DLL,

prospects, customers or business partners

through acts of recklessness or negligence.

– Value and contribute to diversity and equality
and actively seek to make our spaces more
inclusive.

– Go above and beyond what the letter of the
law demands from us.

– Use due skill, care and diligence when carrying out
your responsibilities, including identifying and

managing issues to do with keeping to the Code.

Next to what is mentioned on the left, our leaders

creating an open environment and providing clear,
effective supervision. As a manager, you are

Workplace rules
Business integrity

Global Policies

– Supervising your team, customers, business

partners and third-party providers effectively to

make sure that they are following relevant policies
and procedures.

– Clearly communicating expectations, setting the

role and example in driving an ethical culture.

of their own responsibilities in relation to conduct.

This means that leaders must accommodate

ethical considerations in business planning and

decision-making, empowering our members to

right tone and guiding your teams’ understanding

– Treating people equally, consistently and fairly,

whatever their seniority in line with our principles
when dealing with conduct issues.

make responsible decisions, and creating a safe

– Learning from and applying lessons from

challenges arise.

– Promoting the Code, Speaking Up and our values,

You are also responsible for:

– Making sure your team understands and commits

environment to speak up when ethical

– Taking steps to identify ongoing conductrelated risks within your business area or
function.

– Encouraging and supporting your team to be
responsible for conduct.

– Considering the implications on conduct of

Next

Your role as a people manager

responsible for embedding effective conduct

management practices and playing an essential

Back

past events.

and guiding our members to do the right thing.
to the Code every year.

– Making sure your team completes compulsory
training in a timely way.

– Including conduct-related behavior in decisions on
managing performance and reward.

any decisions you make.

– Assessing if there are activities that could
undermine efforts to improve conduct.

It’s about how
we do things

– Making sure that conduct management

information e.g. the Compliance Culture Survey,
is assessed and acted on.

– Aligning strategic decisions with delivering fair
outcomes and helping your team to use good
judgment and make balanced and informed
decisions .

DLL Code of Conduct
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Trust, respect
and dignity
DLL strives to create an environment characterized by trust, respect and dignity, in which
you are committed to a common purpose and feel empowered in your workplace at all
times. DLL is committed to conducting its activities in an ethical way, with integrity.
We do that through:
– Respect.

– An environment free from any sexual, physical or mental harassment and bullying.
– Not discriminating due to age, race, religion, nationality, ethnicity, origin,
gender, sexual orientation, or physical abilities.

– Being fair in hiring, promotion decisions and performance management.
– No retaliation.
– No nepotism.

– Participation in relevant trainings.

Failure to
follow the Code
Any action in conflict with the Code could jeopardize our business relations or reputation
and will be considered a (significant) violation. When questions arise around a failure to
work within the boundaries of the Code, any investigations or decisions on staff

disciplinary matters will be governed by our strong principles on ethics and integrity.
DLL will treat failure to follow the Code very seriously and it may lead to disciplinary

action and sanctions which could result in dismissal. This process may involve competent
authorities if you have broken any laws or regulations, for example the police if you have
committed a criminal offense.

Note: DLL may use external third-parties for investigatory purposes.
DLL Code of Conduct

More information can be found in the Disciplinary Action Standard.
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We advocate for
Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion

Back

We aim to develop a more diverse
and inclusive workforce

At DLL, we believe that Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

What we do

true collaboration and bold action. We aim to develop a

Create a work environment that allows each person to do their best work and be their best self.

progress we have already made a step further.

We listen to and welcome different perspectives and open dialogue on diversity, equity and inclusion.

We do our best to be an employer of choice through

Share best (and unsuccessful) practices in order to learn.

environment free of harassment and discrimination.

Engage in open and honest conversations.

(DE&I) is more than just a check in the box. It requires
more diverse and inclusive workforce, taking the

the creation of a positive, responsive and open working
So that you can experience DLL as a workplace that

Next

is inclusive and trusting, where you feel welcome,

heard and valued and can be your authentic self. Some of
the most important competencies that any organization
can master includes cooperation, open communication,
creativity, commitment and a safe workplace.

More information can be found in the Hiring Policy.

Question

Answer

My boss is verbally demeaning to me and several

Absolutely not! This type of behavior is inappropriate

and intellect and offers us very few opportunities.

circumstances is it appropriate for any DLL member to

other women on the team about our appearance
While, on the other hand, she always praises and

rewards male members of the team. I want to speak
up, but I’m afraid that if I do, my boss will find out.
Should I just keep quiet?

and could be considered harassment. Under no

make comments that are derogatory, abusive, or sexual
in nature. We have a strict prohibition on retaliation for
reporting suspected or actual ethical violations,

including workplace harassment and we will protect you
if anyone were to act against you because you raised a
concern.

DLL Code of Conduct
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DLL’s mission is to “enable businesses to use the assets
they need to contribute meaningfully to the world, both

economically and socially,” while respecting the planetary
boundaries.

At DLL, we expect you to integrate sustainability into

your daily work and behavior, and proactively manage

environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks in our
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Do
Ensure that customers and third parties

comply with the ESG Risk policy and applicable
laws & regulations.

When making business or financing decisions,
always factor in the ESG risk.

Explore with your business partner how DLL can
support their ambitions to net-zero or circular
business models.

business. In upholding high ethical standards in how we

Contact the Sustainability Champion for your

innovative financing. We expect you to strive to improve

for more information.

do business, we respect our planet’s resources through
the DLL impact on the environment through resource
optimization, behavioral change and technological
innovation.

The three main areas of ESG risks are:

– Environmental topics, such as climate change,

waste, pollution, loss of biodiversity and animal
mistreatment.

– Social aspects concern human rights and labor

standards violations such as child and compulsory
labor.

Business Unit or approach the Sustainability Team

Make a social impact by taking up your

entitlement for two days volunteering for a good
cause in your neighborhood.

Be environmentally conscious in your personal
and professional behavior.

Consult the Global ESG Risk Policy for more
information.

– Governance relates to not being involved with

companies that engage in illegal behavior or have
integrity issues.

DLL Code of Conduct

At DLL, we believe in creating
business and environmental
value at the same time
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Social media
We use digital channels as a platform to express DLL’s

For the avoidance of doubt, if you are publishing messages

media sites ensure the material being posted fits in our

platform that identifies you as an employee of DLL,

identity in a responsible way. When posting on DLL social
brand, meets the standards set out in our policies and
practices and has been appropriately authorized.

When posting on social media in a personal capacity, it is

and/or content on a personal social media account

the activity is fully governed by this Code as well as the

DLL Global Procedure for Social Media Management and
the Global Procedure on External Speaking/Publishing.

important that you only post about DLL in an appropriate

In addition, using DLL devices for posting on social media

of DLL, you need to adhere to DLL policies.

messages or content posted should not be on DLL time as

manner. When your content identifies you as a member

In this instance please remember that:

– You are respectful, honest and transparent.

– You avoid messages that could be viewed as divisive.
– You treat our customers with respect, honesty and
fairness, even in your private time!

could be seen as misuse of DLL assets. Any personal

this could be seen as an outside business interest especially
if you are selling services or are a “social media influencer”.

Only post about DLL in
an appropriate manner

relating to the use of social media. We use digital

We safeguard
our reputation

responsible way.

DLL is a financial institution in the Netherlands that is 100%

Question

Answer

You posted a picture on a personal social media

This message doesn’t comply with our principles

work and used the name and information of a

channels as a platform to express ourselves in a

channel where you complained about a hard day at
customer you’re currently working with. You took the
picture in the office, a nice DLL poster was visible.

Creating exposure for the company. You posted the
message on your personal page. You got feedback
that you shouldn’t have posted that message. You

don’t fully understand why: after all, it’s your personal
account isn’t it?

DLL Code of Conduct

owned by Rabobank. Which means that DLL members
have a responsibility in safeguarding the reputation of

both DLL and our shareholder. One of the ways we do

this in the Netherlands is by undertaking other specific

obligations e.g. the Dutch Bankers' Oath. There are many
levels at which members contribute to maintaining our
reputation. For instance, by keeping accurate books,

protecting DLL’s assets and access to DLL property and
systems and ensuring that we employ suitable persons
for relevant positions. The DLL compliance framework

contributes to the DLL global strategy by safeguarding
and protecting our reputation and integrity.

The DLL Compliance Framework
contributes to the DLL Global
Strategy by safeguarding and
protecting our reputation
and integrity.
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We protect DLL’s electronic communication equipment

Respect for proprietary
information

Confidential
information

comfort and physical security seriously.

We respect the proprietary information of others

We work towards protecting information from any

Company equipment

written material, software or music) including customer

harm DLL or you now, or in the future.

from unauthorized access or use. We also take your

DLL provides you with the tools and equipment needed to

do your job effectively, and counts on you to be responsible
and use it for the purpose for which it was provided.

(e.g. copyright information, competitive information,

lists from previous employers (which can also include
personal data and are therefore subject to legal and
regulatory obligations).

The network

Intellectual property rights (our trademarks, logos,

network and the hardware that uses it, like computers

among our most valuable assets. Unauthorized use can

DLL’s communication facilities (which include both our
and mobile devices) are a critical aspect of DLL property,
both physical and intellectual. Be sure to follow all

security policies. If you have any reason to believe that
our network security has been violated – for example,

you lose your laptop or smart phone or think that your
network password may have been compromised –

please promptly report the incident to Information
Security. For more information, consult DLL’s

copyrights, trade secrets, “know-how”, and patents) are
lead to their loss or serious loss of value. You must

respect all copyright and other intellectual property laws,
including laws governing the fair use of copyrights,

trademarks, and brands including those of others such as
our customers, business partners and third-party
providers.

Back

Next

inappropriate use or disclosure that could potentially

We can easily come across a situation where we are

exposed to confidential information. We use confidential
information with extreme care only for the specific

purpose or transaction that it was provided and only on a
strict need-to-know basis. You cannot share internal or
externally provided confidential information without
explicit authorization and you should maintain

confidentiality at all times, in accordance with your local
employment contract.

Protect access to property and systems

Information Security Policy.

Do

Don’t

Physical security

Protect access to DLL property (passwords, IDs,

Ever use company systems to transmit chain letters,

premises. Don’t tamper with or disable security and

Use only approved standard documentation. Always

Make excessive use of DLL systems for personal use.

who looks out of place, report that, and any other

standard documentation.

Always secure your laptop, important equipment,

and your personal belongings, even while on DLL’s

safety devices. If you see someone in a secure space
suspicious activity, to DLL Security.

Check the Information Security Policy listed the
Policy Page.

DLL Code of Conduct

building access cards, etc.).

obtain approval from the Legal department for non-

Be aware that you have an obligation of confidentiality
even after you leave DLL.

More information can be found in the Acceptable Use Policy.

advertisements or solicitations (unless authorized).

Use DLL’s confidential information for another
employer or vice versa.
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In this chapter:

– The highest standard of behavior
– Anti-bribery and corruption

– Gifts, hospitality and entertainment
– Dealing with government officials
– Conflicts of interest

– Personal/professional relationships
– Treating customers fairly
– Fair competition

– Inside Information

Workplace rules
Business integrity
DLL Code of Conduct

– Customer and third-party provider integrity
– Fraud

– Export and import
– Tax integrity

– Keep accurate books
– Data storage

– Privacy principles
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The highest standard
of behavior
DLL recognizes that local laws and regulations may differ
between jurisdictions. We aim to comply with all laws and
regulations. Where there is a conflict between local laws
or customs and the principles and values set out in this
Code, and/or there is a higher standard that must be
applied locally, we apply whichever sets the highest
standard of behavior.

DLL Code of Conduct
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partners (including government officials) and third-party

We give and receive
business gifts,
hospitality and
entertainment only if
appropriate and under
certain circumstances

engagement and onboarding process. We act with the

It is the obligation of all members to ensure that any

with these parties and expect you to prevent

offered or accepted in strict accordance with our

At DLL, fighting all forms of bribery and corruption is a

priority. Therefore, we prohibit bribery and corruption in

all forms and types in all locations where we operate and
carry out assessments of our customers, business
providers against corruption, during any business

highest standards of integrity in our business dealings
involvement in bribery or corruption.

More information can be found in the Anti-Bribery and
Corruption Policy.

Global Policies

Back

Next

business gifts, hospitality and entertainment is only

applicable policies (and associated monetary threshold
for reporting and approval). As a general rule, giving or
receiving gifts, hospitality or entertainment that

improperly influences business decisions, or creates the

customer or business partner given in an open and

Dealing with
government officials

taken to comply with applicable law and avoid any

Offering gifts, entertainment, or other business courtesies that could be perceived as a bribe becomes especially

Gifts, Hospitality and Entertainment provides guidance on

candidate for public office, or employee of government-owned or -controlled companies, public international

appearance of doing so, is prohibited. While the provision
of reasonable (non-lavish) gifts, hospitality and

entertainment in support of relationship building with a
transparent fashion can be permissible, care must be
appearance of impropriety. The DLL Global Procedure on
acceptable gifts, hospitality and entertainment and also

sets forth specific approval requirements for certain gifts,
hospitality and entertainment.

We act with the highest
standards of integrity
DLL Code of Conduct

Workplace rules
Business integrity

problematic if you’re dealing with a government official. “Government officials” include any government employee,
organizations, or political parties. Several laws around the world, including the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and the
UK Bribery Act, specifically prohibit offering or giving anything of value to government officials to influence official action
or to secure an improper advantage. This not only includes traditional gifts, but also things like meals, travel, political or

charitable contributions, and job offers for government officials’ relatives. Never give gifts to thank government officials
for doing their jobs. By contrast, it can be permissible to make infrequent and moderate expenditures for gifts and
business entertainment for government officials (e.g. providing a modest meal at a day-long demonstration of

DLL products and services). Payment of such expenses can be acceptable (assuming they are permitted under their
official's code of conduct and/or local law) but require pre-approval from Compliance.
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At DLL, we have zero-tolerance to bribery and corruption.
It is important that you:

Do

Don’t

Question

Answer

Use the GATE portal to get prior approval

Offer, request, give to or accept from a government official,

You work closely with a customer that is well known

No, you can’t. For two reasons:

entertainment with a value (including

representatives anything, even of nominal value. That includes gifts,

tickets to the Olympics. So, can you accept their

for and report all gifts, hospitality and
accumulative value) of €100 or above.

Consult the Global Policy on Anti-Bribery
and Corruption for guidance.

Consult the Global Procedure on Gifts,

Hospitality and Entertainment for more

regulator, government-run business, political party, or their

marketing opportunities, loans or political contributions – direct or
indirectly given.

around the globe. They offer you paid travel and
offer?

or speed up an official process).

Offer, request, give, or receive gifts, hospitality and entertainment

which can easily cross the line from an acceptable business practice
into an illegal bribe.

and premium event and will not be acceptable. DLL

concerts) of a value of up to €100, provided that it is

deemed appropriate and approved by your manager.
But suppose… there are special circumstances,

No problem: You may encounter situations where you

presented with a gift. Would it be impolite to refuse?

DLL’s financial thresholds/are not considered

like a ceremony or diplomatic protocol where I’m
Make facilitation payments (paying officials to perform

2)	 the Olympics is considered to be a non-occasional

cultural events (such as theatre performances or

disguised as charitable contributions).

information.

accommodation and

can accept attendance at occasional sporting or

Solicit, arrange or accept bribes in any form (including bribes

Give preferential treatment to family, friends or associates.

1)	 DLL doesn’t permit customers to pay for

feel social pressure to accept a gift that goes beyond the
appropriate, and do not wish to offend the giver. In such a
case, you must decide on the spur of the moment and
use your judgment. In practice, a polite refusal, by

referring to our DLL procedure on giving and receiving
gifts, may well be understood.

If you feel obliged to accept, you should, in any case,

report the gift or benefit to your manager (and via the
GATE portal) as soon as possible. Potential options

include accepting the gift, returning it with a polite note
or offering it to charity.

DLL Code of Conduct
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We are alert to
conflicts of interest

for the reporting and prior approval of outside business
activities, including outside business activities of

immediate family members and annual confirmation of
– We don’t want you to influence a business decision

of our customers, business partners and third-party

– We don’t want personal interests to mix with business

prevent mixed interests influencing behavior and

– We don't want to mix the interests of one customer

providers. We expect you to do everything possible to
decision making:

Next

The GATE portal must be used, on an individual level,

When conducting business activities, in DLL we are

committed to act in accordance with the best interests

Back

the outside business activities. See the Global Policy on
Conflicts of Interest for more information.

for personal gain, or that of a relative or a friend
interests

with those of another customer.

Remember to use
the GATE portal

Activities outside your job

If you’re considering an outside business-related activity that could pose a conflict of interest with your role and
responsibilities at DLL:

Do

Don’t

Question

Answer

Discuss it first with your manager to get up-front

Participate in any non-DLL-related outside business activity

You have a membership to the American Chamber of

Disclose, disclose, disclose! Yes, this membership

supports you as a professional in developing your

because it enables you to exert influence or take

permission.

If authorized, register the activity in the
GATE portal and update it every year.

Report any outside business activity of immediate
family members in the GATE portal.

Read the Global Policy on Conflicts of Interest for
more information.

during working hours.

Engage in (paid or unpaid) activities outside working hours

that could conflict with DLL business interests or negatively
affect your job.

Engage in activities that are in competition with DLL.

Commerce (ACC). You believe that the membership

network and sharing knowledge and experience with
others.

You’ve never registered this as an outside business
activity in the GATE portal. Recently, you were

elected as a board member of a local ACC committee,
a role for which you won’t necessarily be financially
compensated. Should you register this activity

anyway even though it doesn’t seem to conflict with
your position at DLL and the fact that you’re not
getting paid for it?

DLL Code of Conduct

should be considered as an outside business activity
decisions.

So, you should register the activity in the GATE portal
and ask your direct manager to assess it against

possible circumstances of conflicts of interest, if any.

The disclosure is the main issue here. Having a conflict
of interest is not necessarily bad, wrong or
inappropriate.

It may only become so if not handled appropriately.

This is why transparency is critical and helps to protect
the integrity and reputation of DLL and its members.
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Personal/professional
relationships
Potential conflicts of interest could also arise on a

personal basis: for instance, between you and a DLL

colleague who is a family member, your romantic partner
or a close friend. Or you could have a personal or family
relationship with a Politically Exposed Person (PEP) or

other DLL stakeholder which might give rise to a conflict
of interest related to your work.

Do

Don’t

Question

Answer

Prevent situations where you may have

Be in a supervisory, subordinate, or control situation with closely

You work for DLL as a program manager.

Yes, there is a potential conflict of interest. We want to

touch points with your daughter Lindsey, who works

business matters with your daughter in her and your

influence over the conditions of

employment of a family member or a
romantic/intimate partner.

Discuss with your manager any potential

conflicts of interest with people inside or
outside of DLL.

related persons or romantic/intimate partners.

This year there’s a possibility that you might have

as a customer relationship manager for a well-known

DLL customer. This is one of the customers for which
your team is responsible. Is this a conflict of interest
and should you disclose this?

prevent a situation where you need to discuss DLL

professional capacity, because this might affect both

your judgment and the possible outcome. Your manager
might consider this a conflict of interest and could
consider putting mitigating actions in place. For

example, excluding this vendor from your portfolio. You
need to disclose your relationship with Lindsay via the

GATE portal. That way you avoid any confusion or the
appearance of preferential treatment.

Transparency is key
DLL Code of Conduct
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We treat our customers fairly

Fair and honest competition

At DLL, the interests of our customers are central to everything we do. We strive to create amazing customer experiences,

At DLL, we do not want to engage in conduct prohibited by antitrust and competition laws. We ensure that competition is

and interests of our customers.

integrity and on the strength of our talent and work ethic. Competition laws prohibit agreements, practices and conduct

enabled by innovative technology and always backed by people who genuinely care about the long-term benefits, success

Treating customers fairly is about establishing the ethics, culture and behavior of openness, transparency and fairness

throughout the business. If they arise, DLL aims to deal with complaints in a timely and competent manner and aims to make
the best efforts to correct the issue. We expect you to be committed to fair, objective, consistent and effective complaint
handling and to always be efficient complaint handlers.

fair and honest, and DLL takes its decisions independently. We only want DLL winning business the right way – with

which have a restrictive objective or effect on competition, such as agreements between competitors (or with customers
and third-party providers) or abuse of a dominant position or substantial market power – both of which can lead to a

decrease in business efficiency, restrict innovation and technical development and may lead to higher prices or lower
quality or output on the market.

Do

Don’t

Do

Don’t

Make sure any guidance you give is

Advise your customers beyond your role.

Consult with Legal prior to entering into agreement

Discuss with or disclose to competitors the prices we

or with a customer or third-party provider if the

commercially sensitive and/or confidential information.

suitable and considers the customer’s
circumstance.

Put the long-term interests and needs of
our customers first.

Handle any customer’s complaints
adequately and timely.

Make a deal for short-term personal gain.

Place barriers to prevent a customer from making a complaint

(e.g. technical inconvenient access to support, delayed response,
providing only scripted communication, etc,).

Be guided by the DLL values of honesty,
fairness and integrity, as well as

openness, transparency and common
sense.

More information can be found in the Treating Customers Fairly Policy.

with any entity that may be considered a competitor;
intention or potential effect of the agreement may be

charge or our business strategies or any other

to reduce or eliminate competition.

Avoid contact or meetings with competitors unless

Engage in agreements, understandings, or plans with

When you meet competitors during events and

Seek an unfair advantage over potential or current

you have a legitimate reason.

conferences (i.e. during industry associations events)
– minimize “off the record conversations.”

competitors.

customers or competitors.

Exercise care when researching competitors,

Make arrangements with respect to refraining from

providers ensuring no improper methods such as

arrangements).

customers, business partners or third-party
theft, illegal entry, or threats are used.
Consult the Fair Competiton Policy.

hiring the employees of competitors (anti-poaching

When attending meetings and forums with competitors,
use vague or ambiguous language, that can be

misunderstood as having an anti-competitive meaning.
DLL Code of Conduct
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Do

Don’t

Avoid performing any transaction in shares or stock

Use inside information for your own financial gain or

you have access to their inside information.

avoiding loss).

(as well as options) issued by the entities for which

someone else’s personal gain (including by way of

Always avoid (even the appearance of) conflicts of

Disclose, use, or share the inside information that you

offences (i.e. unlawful disclosure of inside information

with anyone except on a “need-to-know” basis and

interest and the risks of performing any market abuse
or insider trading).

Consult the Global Policy and Standard on Market
Abuse for more information.

have access to, inside or outside your workplace,
under specific arrangements where needed.

Recommend, pursue or tip to encourage and/or pass
on inside information to family, friends or any other
third-parties.

Inside
Information

Question

Answer

You’ve arranged to meet your good friend Masi in a

Yes, there might be harm in this. Masi recognized that

We use inside information (this mainly relates to listed companies) only for the specific purpose or transaction that it was

merger of a big customer that has recently become a
publicly traded company. You were just about to

appropriately on this. Inside information is confidential

provided for and only on a strict need-to-know basis. We do not misuse any inside information we may have access to for
our own benefit (including for personal account dealings trading) or for the benefit of others.

Through your work at DLL, you may from time to time learn of inside information and/or material non-public information

about other companies (such as a current or potential customer, business partner or M&A target). We have an obligation
to ensure that we and our affiliated persons, such as family members, do not trade on such information or provide (“tip”)
or allow access to such information to others who might trade. To stay risk-free check the following Do’s and Don’ts.

DLL Code of Conduct

café. You’re pretty happy about a new upcoming

share information on the merger with Masi but he

you wanted to share inside information. He acted
information and should therefore not be shared.

stopped you immediately saying that you were about

to share inside information. You would of course have
asked him to keep this confidential. So, there’s no
harm to share this specific information with Masi,
is there?
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Customer and
third-party
provider integrity

Fraud

As a financial institution, we are committed to conduct

At DLL, we provide services in relation to a wide variety of products in a global marketplace. This makes us a potential

At DLL, we support compliance with all applicable export

efforts to combat financial economic crime. To this end,

extent possible. Our aim is to prevent any involvement in criminal activities, but also to limit financial losses and

party providers comply with these regulations.

business with integrity and participate in international

we perform due diligence on customers and third-party
providers and business partners. DLL also monitors

Comply with export and
import regulations

target for external and internal fraud. We place a strong emphasis on preventing and mitigating fraud to the greatest
reputational damage. It can sometimes be difficult to spot the warning signals or red flags indicating fraud.

laundering, counter terrorist financing and sanctions
regulations is a priority.

In order to manage such risks, ensure that:

– You have sufficient information about your customer
and their relationship with DLL.

– The account activity is consistent with expectations.
– The customer is seeking to obtain equipment for
which they have a legitimate need.

In any case of suspicion:

– You ask questions until you understand the situation.
– You document how the issue was resolved.

– You escalate the issue to your manager or your
Compliance Officer if the issue is not resolved.

More information can be found in the CAMS Policy.

You should be aware that when moving across national
borders, DLL assets are subject to various export and

import regulations. These regulations may prohibit import,

transactions to detect and prevent any involvement in
criminal activities. Compliance with anti-money

and import laws. In addition, we aim to ensure that our third-

Here are some examples where
you may consider raising the
alarm

And here are some examples
which we don’t see as red flags

unrelated to the lessee’s business nature.

invoices related to the products/services

– Equipment related to the lease transaction is
– Low quality pictures of assets with identifying

serial numbers/unique asset numbers that are
unreadable or re-use of pictures of assets.

– Sudden changes to the normal course of

business or change to completely unrelated
business nature.

– Difficulty in securing access to the asset on
the lease agreement.

More information can be found in the Fraud Policy.

– Reasonable valuation of the equipment.

– Customer is willing to provide all financials/
offered/received.

– Large distances between the customer and

end customer with logical explanation to the

export and re-export of DLL assets to certain countries or
even to certain individuals. Export is not only limited to

goods physically crossing the borders, but it also equally

includes software downloads or services provided from one

country to another. We aim to ensure that you and our thirdparty providers also comply with these regulations. For

example: U.S. and international trade laws control where
DLL can send or receive its products and/or services.

plausibility of the relationship.

These laws are complex, and apply to (for example):

in completing a financial transaction.

– Imports and exports of products from or into other

– A member is open about a mistake made

– Imports and exports from or into the U.S.

countries, with additional concerns when those
products contain components or technology
of U.S. origin.

– Exports of services or providing services to
non-U.S. persons.

– Exports of technical data, especially when the
technical data is of U.S. origin.

At DLL, we obey laws and regulations concerning

embargos, economic sanctions, export controls, import
requirements and anti-boycott regulations.
DLL Code of Conduct
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Keep accurate books
Do

Don’t

Comply with all accounting and reporting

Make a false or misleading report.

Always cooperate with auditors.

Amend or destroy company records, unless authorized to do so

requirements.

as part of our records management.

Sell, transfer or dispose of DLL assets without proper
documentation and authorization.

Tax integrity
At DLL, we strive to act in compliance with the applicable
tax rules, tax regulations and other relevant legal

requirements. The following principles give you some
guidelines to consider when assessing tax:

– Business purpose: All transactions must have a clear

and unambiguous business purpose and not be a tax
avoidance mechanism.

– Reputation: Due consideration will be given to
DLL’s reputation.

Data storage
– Compliance: DLL strives to act in compliance with the

applicable tax rules, tax regulations and other relevant
legal requirements.

– Transparency: DLL is transparent towards tax authorities.
– Disclosure: DLL does not publicly disclose any tax

rulings, transfer pricing arrangements or tax disputes,
unless there is a legal obligation.

– Documentation: All tax related decisions are properly
documented.

We apply records management principles in our efforts

relationship is over after one year and a data deletion

storing such any longer than is allowed. It is important

retained for ten years despite the data deletion request

to work towards identifying all of our records and not

that we keep records for an appropriate length of time.
There can be friction between obligations associated
with personal data deletion and other laws and

regulations regarding the maximum and minimum period
of retention. For example, tax records of a small trader
maybe required to be retained for ten years, yet the

request is received. In this case the records need to be

from the individual. Always follow the Record Retention
Schedule that applies to our locations and projects.

In addition, if asked by Legal to retain records relevant to
a litigation, audit, or investigation, do so until Legal tells
you retention is no longer necessary.

More information can be found in the Records
Management Policy.

DLL Code of Conduct
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We are at all times conscious of the fact that we are

handling personal data. You need to be vigilant to misuse
and provide protection to the best of your ability and
adhere to our Privacy Golden Rules.

As a member in DLL only authorized people with a clear,

Our values

Workplace rules
How we work

We also have a duty to protect our customers’, business
partners’ and third-party providers’ information.

Privacy Golden Rules

1. Respect individual’s privacy rights.

2. Ensure our privacy statement reflects
your processing.

4. Only collect what we need and delete it

You are entitled to a reasonable amount of privacy at

5. Keep personal data and information secure.

include private communications. But we’ll only

collected and stick to them.
when no longer needed.

6. Only allow personal data to be processed by
third parties or in countries when adequate
protection is in place.

Do

Don’t

Protect any information that can be used to identify

Keep personal data longer than needed for the purpose

Protect personal data received from our customers,

Be afraid to speak up about misuse of personal data or

an individual.

sole traders, consumers and members and keep it
confidential.

Keep our promise to treat customers personal data in
line with the Privacy Statement on our website.

Next

or assets, or break the law, Code or other policies.

They follow the highest confidentiality standards.

use of its property, systems and facilities. That may also

Back

that it might endanger DLL’s reputation, member safety

3. Be clear for what purposes personal data is

work. But equally, DLL has a right to monitor and record

Global Policies

investigate behavior when there’s a reasonable suspicion

urgent and specific business need (e.g. your HR Business

Partner or manager) have access to your personal records.

Workplace rules
Business integrity

that we obtained it or use it for other purposes.

confidential information.

Engage in behavior that could breach our Global Privacy
Policy or Policy for Acceptable Use of IT resources.

At DLL, we apply high
standards to protect
your personal data

Note: DLL may use external third-parties for investigatory purposes associated with a data breach, for example.
More information can be found in the Privacy Policy.
DLL Code of Conduct
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Learn more
On some of the Code of Conduct topics, more information and guidance can be found in the global policies.
Below you find the overview.
Speak Up

Global Speak Up Policy and underlying standards and procedures

Failure to follow the Code

Global Standard on Disciplinary Action

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DE&I)

Global Policy on Hiring

Environmental, Social and Governance Risks (ESG)

Global Policy on ESG Risk

Social media

- Policy for Social Media Management
- Global Procedure on External Speaking/Publishing.

Information Security

Policy on Information Security and underlying standards and
procedures

Company Equipment

Policy on Acceptable Use of IT Resources

Anti-bribery and corruption

Global Policy & Global Standard on Anti-Bribery and Corruption

Gifts, hospitality and entertainment

Global Procedure on Gifts, Hospitality & Entertainment

Conflicts of interest

Global Policy & Global Standard on Conflicts of Interest

Personal/professional relationships

Close Personal Relationships at Work Guidance Note

Treating customers fairly

Global Policy on Treating Customers Fairly and underlying
standards

Fair competition
Inside Information

DLL Code of Conduct

Back

Global Policies

- Global Policy on Fair Competition
- Industry/Trade Associations Guidance Note

-G
 lobal Policy & Global Standard on Market Abuse
-G
 lobal Procedure on Insider Designation

Customer and third-party provider integrity

-G
 lobal Policy on CAMS and underlying standards
and procedures
- Global Procedure on Third Parties Due Diligence

Fraud

Global Policy on Fraud

Privacy principles

Global Privacy Policy and underlying standards and procedures

Data storage

Global Policy on Records Management

Tax

Global Tax Policy
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